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GOTTA KICK THE MONKEY, MAN...GOTTA KICK

As you might well know by this time, I thought I’d 
say a few words on tho ’Man Vith The Golden farm.' I 
think it was one of the best films of 1955 and liked
it much better than ’Marty.' Prank Sinatra
had an Academy Award if tho picture had 
of tho industry’s approval.

I think that

had

tho

might have 
the seal

director
and producer, if I’m not mistaken, Otto Preminger 

of tho film-.deserves a let of credit for tho impact
Also real crazy typo soundtrack courtesy of Shorty 
Rogers helped to make tho whole show a moving experi~ 
on$e.

I’ve been meaning to read tho book, but haven’t
got around to it yet. Maybe I will ono of these days.

I SAJ YOU CRYING IN THE CHAPEL

In a counlu of periodicals recently’I’ve seen stories of tho weddings of two fans, 
Lee Hoffman and'Harlan Ellison. (No, Orville, of course they didn’t marry each other) 
I also saw in Dave Rike’s letter somewhere that there might be a possibility of a 
third wedding concerning a member of fandom, (find my fandom, at that.) Anyway, 
about the middle of January I received ah announcement that Mary Janice Sadler and 
David Penney were married on December 28, 1955. I’m not sure of his name or the 
date, but Sadler is married.

Her fanzine SLANder had just reached it second issue 
when she left fandom. I really think that she would have had the South’s leading 
fanzine if she had continued publishing. An article by Harlan Ellison is reprinted 
in this issue. It came from SLANDER j/2.

TACITUM HAS NOT FOLDED

It appears that this issue will be out a long time after the date promised, February 
14. Matter of fact it is April 11 today. Even now I don’t know when the issue will 
be finished. Anyhow, it is important to know that I won’t be in New Orleans during 
the summer. So I would appriciate it if all mail would be sent to Dallas after 
May 5th, otherwise I probably won’t get it. If you have already lost my Dallas 
address, it appears below.

1415 South MARSALIS Ave., Dallas 16, TEXAS

I hope you haven’t forgotten my name.
Before I forget, I do have somewhat of an 

excuse for gettine T/7 out late. I’ve boon very busy in the last few months. I 
imagine I should use my tine bettor, but I didn’t. I’vo typed so many English 
assignments that I couldn’t boar to sit and typo stencils on a weekend.

I’D EVEN SEND HIM A GOLD DOORKNOB......... . — Hike Huy 



I have a few fanzines before me, some many months old, but I’d like to reviov/ them, 
so I reckon I will. •;

FRONTIER//6, Dale R. Smith, 3001 Kyle Ave., Minneapolis 22, Minn. 6/^3.00, or trade*

This February ’56 issue a a beuutidul cover showing some thought by Dale. Apparently 
he wrote to the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation and received a number of copies 
of a picture used in the company’s advertisements. Or else ho got the plate, Anyway*, 
it’s a nice cover. This issue has a number of fine articles, but also a number of * •. 
articles not worth reading because they resemble Sunday supplements, too closely. This 
fanzine might be considered screen by some and the aim of the"Society for the advance 
ment of Space Travel might be fugghoaded, but it is enjoyable..'

VOID #5, Greg Benford, /.Lt. Col. James A. Benford, Hq. 594th F» A. 'Bn., APO 169, N.Y. 
or 5D Chapel Rd., Giesson/Lahn, Germany. 10£ or 3/25^ — 40 pf. or 3/1DM

The bheer in Germany has evidently encouraged Greg and his brother Jim to publish VOID 
quite frequently. Maybe because of frequency or maybe because of improvement, I find 
I liked their fmz more and more. (Most probably because my name’s in it, but that's 
besides the point.) I would wish more illos and more striking or more pleasing layout 
in the zine, but it is quite well done anyway. There is an interesting letter column, 
fanzine reviews and articles. Julian Parr goes over Gerfandom very nicely. It is also 
revealed that the "chola bit" which worried me so was only a sort of a hoax.

You know, now and then, there comes upon me a feeling of nothingness which inspires- me 
to be very happy doing nothing. Such a feeling has come upon me now. I have nothing 
which needs doing more than these stencils need typing; but, somehow, I don’t feel the 
urge to comment on fanzines at the moment. In the letter column this time, in TAC’s 
(I’ve finished with VOID at the moment) there is a letter from Pton Ellik mentioning a 
rather foul deed which is blamed on George Wetzel. If the charges are tru and I’m 
virtually convinced that they are, it seems to me that something’should be done about/ 
to him... Famous phrase there, something should be done about..., Usually there is 
nothing done, but anyway perhaps we, the united fans of America, could somehow take 
appropriate measures against Wetzel. Wetzel seems to rejoice in long distance name
calling, I’ve noticed several articles of his against Harlan Ellison and Dave Mason. 
He cannot be sued but maybe a do it yourself machine gun kit could be sent to the 
right person with the intended results forthcoming,

OBLIQUE, Cliff Gould, 1559 Cable St., San Diego 7, California, U.S»A,

We’re back to reviewing again, with Ob /6 the victim. This is somewhat of an annish, 
so Cliff, in the editorial, reviews his first year in fandom. Cliff has somehow 
continually managed to garner material from BNF’s and raised his mag to the top of 
the heap in some people’s eyes. Cliff’s repro is usually very fine. I won’t say that 
^-6 is extremely bad because I imagine/hope everyone didn’t receive a copy in such 
condition as mine was. My copy is generally lousy throughout. All'I could read was- 
the editorial and the page with a couple of well-chosen letters on it. Several of 
the pages are not in order. Of course, I m'very happy and fully appreciate how lucky 
I am to be on your mailing list, Cliff; but, I wish you would send me legible copies 
of your zine....so much the bettor to read and all that...even on white paper... I 
always take great care to pick out a special copy of TACITUM for you, Cliff.

I hope 
most of you will forgive the slight personalism I slipped into.

The next fanzine is 
only about four months old if I’m not mistaken.
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This is, if you haven’t guessed by now, TACITUM, the Silent One, very silent for the 
last few months, published by Benny Sodek who is now at 1415 S. Marsalis in Big 0 
little a double 1 as in TEXAS. This issue is number 7 and is coming out someti -es in 
the month of June 1956. TAG sells for only 10;' or 3 for 25^.

The front cover is by 
Charles Wells through the courtesy of Jan Sadler. The back cover is by DEA, and need
less to say, looks much like last issue’s cover. Interior illustrations are by Larry 
Bourne, DEA, Plato Jones, Martin Jukovsky, and .’illiam Rotsler.

The article, *Remem
brances of Idiocy’, is reprinted from SLANDER /2. ‘Strenght’ is misspelled in the 
same way as I usually misspell it. Linos are variously gathered; some reprinted, 
others from Jan Sadler’s filo.

Believe it or not, the next issue should be out in a 
month. Small illos are desperately needed.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////!/////.'!//.//////
HORE FANZIMES

ECLIPSE (/15) Ray Thompson, 410 S. 4th St., Norfolk, Nebraska. 10f' or 6/50P

This particular issue isn’t as good as the more recent ones preceding it. The mag is 
very enjoyable mostly because Ray’s editorial and other writings are interesting. I 
like they way he rambles(except in Eclipse Ray’s ramblings are much more coherent than 
mine). Terry Carr contributes a cute piece of fannish fiction ’ hich re linds me of a 
derogation. Of course, lately, everything reminds of derogations. I’ve got deroga
tions coming out of ears. A fairly good selection of letters rounds out the 
issue.

,,,,,commas,,,,,,to,,,,,,,be,,,,,,,,put,,,,,,,,,,in,,,,,,,,,,,to,,,,,,,,,,,, plee.se,,, 
,,,>>>>>>? ,the,most,,,,,,,,grammatical,,,,,,,,,,,,of,,,,,,,tastes,,,,,,

SID3REAL(No. 3) Eric Jones, 44, Barbridge Road, Hesters ./ay, Cheltenham, Glos. ENG*

Eric charges only 15< or 1/- for Sidereal. A very good buy. In the many pages of 
this issue have been crammed many, many good features. All the regular features of any 
fanzine are here and some good cartoons, too. I can’t find much to sc.y about this 
’cause there is so much to chose from. A little review horribly recalls the fact to 
me that O.fiosher is still trying to huckster off conies of CRIFANAC on poor unsuspec
ting neofen. Please don’t buy any, nobody. Get SIDEREAL though, you’ll enjoy it.
Now , Cliff, please don’t say this is a bad review...1 know it is...

INSIDE and Science Fiction Advertiser (no. 49) Ron Smith, 611 J. 114th St. N.Y.C.
25f' per or 5/1$.

This is the tenth anniversery of Fantasy .Advertiser which started the long line nor/ 
represented by IlEIDE. I’m not familar with any other -^embers of the combo except 
Insjide but from the early issues I’ve seen the mar has come to be a publication that 
can only be called semi-proffessional. There is a history of the first ten years and 
an index of material published. Ether material in this issue includes the second 
pare of an article on I’./. Lovecraft by Lin Carter, also included is an article by 
Robert Bloch written in March 1954 discussing the crash of the SF boom. His expla
nation, neatly put in the title ‘ ..orst Foot For’wrd1, is easy to take. Too much 
Buck Rogers glutted the market. As I’ve said before, INSIDE is easily the best 
amatuer publication around.

plee.se


(?) (Apparently a first issue) Jerry LUllett, 144C Garden St., Park Ridge, Ill.

Tills is an effort by a science fiction club to express their dedication to the folk 
literature of the machine age. Of course, as might be expected, it is loaded with 
fiction. Host, all but one, of the stories are lousy. The one good one, "Search"-by
Ida Lou Jigert has a novel twist which might sell it to a prozine, himeogruphing is 

fairly good, but smudged in spots. If you have an extra copy of your zine I imagine 
the club would appreciate trades.

ESP (£1) Don Stuefloten, Rt. 1, Sox 722, Hemet, California. Imo price readily visible.

I’m not sure, but I believe this is the lad, a friend of Lyle Amlin's, who has been 
forbidden by his guardian to waste his time in fandom. Don has made ar. admirable 
start in fanpubbing. I find the appearance of the mag very good. I don’t care for the 
material mostly by the editor, but the artwork is fine and the cover beautiful. I’m 
sure this fanzine will improve greatly. This is also mostly meant for trade, but some 
money would probably also bring a copy.

I have a copy of mil.STY which is now one of the little poetry magazines. Ron has 
really done a fine job. If any of you like samples of modern poetry in a STrfantasy 
vein, I suggest you write Ron Voigt, 3857 Sullivan, St. Louis 7, Missouri.

There arc many other fanzines around that I would like to review but they’re ^acked 
away or otherwise inaccessible. I’d also like to thank the people in PAPA who have 
taken pity on a poor waiting lister and sent him their mag. I appreciate them all. I 
hope I have some time this summer to ’Trite all of you.

1LI-G A PLACE 07 FRAIZER ’.ZASTING 0? SPACE TO NO GOOD ARD

Things are looking bad around Dallas today. It locks as if Hike Hay has completely 
forsaken all things fannish; George Jennings is struggling along toward Apa-fume; and 
Randy Brown is having an interminable number of troubles in getting out HARK. And, as 
if our troubles Weren’t enough, Hosher is organizing again.

But things are worse in New Orleans, from which place I’Ve just returned. No 
publishing funs at all, but many, many readers. Of course, Strickland went back to 
Gould in S^.n Diego and HcNuhon was struck by college.

But there are new fans coming in from all over. 
Even some up in Denton, TeXu.s. A group at NTSC 
got together and published a fiction-heavy 
zine culled BOLIDE. Pretty bud, but it’s u 
start.

HUZZY is still going strong ..nd even if it 
curries a high percent ge of fiction the fic
tion is certainly of a higher quality than is 
ordinarily found in fanzines. Incidentally, 
HUZZY came out recently. I haven’t ray copy 
of it here now, but I don’t reCall anything I 
wanted to criticize in it..

This 'Till be all for ^.bout a month, I hope. 
I hope I can get another issue out in a month. 
If I’m lucky I cun.

Thunks for the loooong letters.....benny



bymike

An awful lot of dust has been kicked up lately on the sub- 
of whether fandom was a way of life, or as it was so elo
quently put, a ghoddam hobby. The main bone of contention 
leads to the question of what is a way of life?, or what is 
a hobby?, or what is a ghoddam?, or several other semantic 
tangles that usually end up sounding like trying to find 
out who shaved the barber?, or "dien -.Till Achilles pass the 
tortoise? It has no doubt been responsible for as many 
bloody noses as could Joe Louis whip Dempsey? (Well, maybe

CHANDLER not that many, but a lot...)
It has been said that it 

must be a way of life because it changes your outlook
on life and alters your 
way of looking at things. 
If that’s so, then Bach 
is a way of life. Trying 
to hum two parts of a 
fugue at once does some
thing to you, somehow. 
Seriously, anything you 
take seriously is a way 
of life. Baseball, which 
is ballied as promoting 
every virtue from chastity 
to civic pride, is "without 
a doubt a way of life, for 
the people who like base
ball. I know a fellow who 
thinks entomology is a 
v/ay of life. Ho one else 
does, but he does, and 
that’s all that matters. 
He’s happy with his in
sects. Unlike some fans, 
he doesn’t insist that if 
anyone collects burs, then 
the collecting is a way of 
life.

yjhat it all boils 
down to is that if you 
think it’s a way of life, 
then it is. For you. You 
may think that fandom is 
invariably a way of life, 
whatever that is., but then 
the Bach fan and insect 
collector who dabble in 
fandom wouldn’t agree. But 
then they’re wrong and 
you aren’t of course......

The question will prob 
-ably never havo a final 
solution. It’s kind of 
confusing when both sides 
have irrefutable evidence 
Semantically, it’s a non
sense question. The truth? 
It probably lies somewhere 



between the two extremes, so^e~fhere rrourd the re ' lizotior. that you zon*t have to be 
schizophrenic to hove more then c e “way of life.”

A.' UGLY TRLlf has been noticeable in fanzines lately- The interlineations, once the 
backbone of fannish hu'or, are failing. Gone ci then almost even make sense. This 
clearly cannot be tolerated, so here are a fe-7 rules for -.Titing interlins, derived 
from observin’- at dangerously close range some of the best examples:

1. The v.in con
sideration for a really good interlin is that it make as little sense r.s possible. 
If it makes sense, then it is only a warded over bon mot, and not so dan bon at 
that. Intelli ibility should be avoided at all costs.

2. If yon hove patience end an 
unusual amount of cental stability, you mir ht try logogenetics. Pick any subject, and 
look, through a book until you co *e to a word concerned with that subject. Then, write 
down the next word. T^ind another word, and -Trite the word after th' 
subject you. "'ick nonsense *vords at randori, the -.hole thing nay arpe 
bunch of nothing. It is a bunch of nothing, but that fact shouldht 
be apparent. This effect can also be gotten by two people. Tach 
one writes a word on a strip of paper, folds the word out of 
sight, and passes the paner to the other person, who repeats the 
process. Thijs nroducer the foilowing; _  ____ _____

3. If you’re afraid that you 
aren’t inventitive enough to try logogenetics, then there are 
about 2000 other languages besides English. For instance, if you 
v.ant to use Spanish, pick any phrase from a small guide on Spanish. 
An excellent phrase is: _ ___________ ____ ________ _ _
__ i boi<~"3T- L.

This is especially intriguing because of the usual inverted 
question mark. The reader "ill turn the fanzine unside do~m, thinking that th: real 
meaning is hidden, like the twofaced Handy Andy dr awin's. This makes for lots of 
laughs...........

The Scandinavian languages are okay, too. The Swe- 
dish edition of C-.JLJ'.Y produces many of the tom gre.de type 
like: ..... _............. .... ............ .... ... ....................... .................

!\..0rske darske hjdrbje'l /r ad </r jbo.sk Horace Gold__ _ 
4. If the above method isn’t enough, try mixing your shots. 

German and. English connive real gems j_ like .this one:_____ ______  
__ n....V.V..Y.r"fis b 2_..........1____  

...which, of 
course means that Yngvi is a dirty bird. “Smutziger Vogel" is a 
lot more unintelligible than just plain “louse.”

5. Be esoteric.
Limit the number of people who can understand the interlineation to as few as possi
ble. HYrH_.H has had an enviable record in regard to esoteric interlins. Tor 
gXfelQle: 
—wor ld_ conouest yrj.ll be a t otalitarian fish fact ory in Peel.... . 

You will find that almost anything cm be taker, out of context. This bodily
•Trenching of a sentence from its paragraph can produce amazing results. The possi
bilities of FI.T’LC-.US are unlimited.

That’s it. These rules have been gleaned 
from ths best end most unintelligible interlineations on six furry legs. I hope that 
they can help brin; back that total lack of understanding that the interlins once 
had.

.<fter all, you can’t let an art die out..................
TH-SS'EIL

— .ike Chandler —

gre.de


suwruseujThis is Terry Carr, and on the program today 1 will be intervie"jin.r Jr. ooh 
Stewart, who is a...

;in!-h!nT:, Boob Stewart. BOO’. I publish it...you know, the magazine? it’s a...

;iagazine...oh, well, that1s a...

Fanzine.

Yeah.

He is what’s known as a

I’ve got...uh...you know Tucker?...That guy... ?

Oh

Ee "-rites, uh...Wilson Tucker

Ye all

Uh-huh...well, uh...anyway, Jr. Boob Stewart is a fan of...of...of what?

Science Fiction. You know, rocketships...babes...stuff like that



Oh...well, I nean, it’s neither up nor down, I mean it’s, you know, fans and fanzines 
cone ^jnd fanzines go. You know, it’s...uh, well, there was QUANDRY, and SPA0J..ARP, 
and, you know, it’s just that way, and there’s really not much to add. This guy Sam 
mvsk.y:i'z5 he wrote a terrific book, "The Immortal Storm," a history of science fic- 
tier fandom, and in it he covert everything, all the way from the beginning of 
sclent fiction way back in 1926 , when Hugo eemsback...

Limm-h • ' , yes, well...

Gernsback put out...

I see, yes...and he covered the whole history. I see.

Yes...all the way from...

Now, Ar. Stewart, what would you say...uh, what is...well, what does a fan generally 
do during the day?

’./ell, uh...

Run down his activities for us.

...There are various kinds of fans...there*s the serious constructive fan, and 
there’s the fannish fan. Now, the fannish fan...

uell now, what kind of fan would you say you were?

Jell, uh...oh, I really couldn’t...oh, I’m just...1 read the stuff, I like sciece 
fiction, I also like fandom. I mean, it’s neither up nor down...

ell, in other words...

It’s like...take Sam Ifoskowitz...take him, for instance...he wrote this book...it’s 
...oh my gosh, it’s 6O,OCC words or more...

Jell, would you say, then, that you are just a fan?

Ohhh...well, I really couldn’t say...I mean, I read it, like I say. I read the 
stuff, and I collect it...I...

Well, what do you mean by the "stuff," Hr. Stewart?

Oh, uh...

Do you. mean science fiction?

Yeoh. Now, take "The Immortal Storm," for instance...

Is that science fiction?

Oh, it...in a way, yes it’s, uh, a history, you see, a history of...

ie~1 now, Hr. Stewart, I was looking at this cover of "The Immortal Storm," and it 
rather intrigues me...now what are these ma azines here?



Ch, uh, A1.IAZING STORIES up here.. ."/ell, as you know, Hugo Gernsback put out...oh my 
gosh, sevGra1 mags...uh, SCIENCE...uh, what was it, SCIENCE u HIGH. :NI^S or something 
?ikc shat.. .then he put out something else, let’s see.. ..uiyway, he’s very interes
ted in electronics, and also in sexology, he puts out a very inferesting magazine...

Yes .. .’veil, 'hat... er, is SEXOLOGY a fanzine?

Ch, no, it’s

Well, what connection does it have with fandom?

./ell, really not much, except, other than the fact that Hugo Gernsback puts it out, 
but you see it's a fascinating magazine, it's all on sex, and uh...

Yes, we 11, Hr. St ewart...

...Analyzes it in a very thorough manner, end...

Well, h ■, Stewart, uh...

...Has pictures, of course...

...I'd like to ask you...uh, with pictures?.. .well, Hr. Stewart, ahemmm, well, to 
back to this cover, I mean, are those drawings of books or, uh...

Uh. well, they’re from, uh...oh, the various editors, like, you take...oh...

yes, Gernsback...Did he edit this ASTOUNDING SCIENCE FICTION here?

Jell, he edited several...he edited SCIENCE & MECHANICS, and AHAZIiK-.. •

Wes that a fanzine, or a ...

These '’re,..!’™ speaking now of professional magazines.

Profess?onal magazines.

Yeah, there's a big difference between a...1 mean, they’re two distinct entities... 
a fanzine end and a pre zine, as we call 'em...

Wsll now, just exactly how would you define a fanzine? I mean^ the general public 
-,uvally thinks of a fanzine as...

Yeah. well...
I

•. ,ae a magazine about •. •

Yeah, I know "/hat you...

...about radio or TV, or movies, and so on...

Well, not that sort of fanzine. You sec, this is entirely something different. You 
speak of a fan, well, you don’t mean, ycu know, like G-.E, electric stuff...

Yeah..,uh...

Now, you know I’m not speaking of that...



Uh, we’re sponsered by ./estmghouse...

Oh, I see, yeah, I’m sorry. But, uh, however, the fanzine, it’s, uh...well, it’s .... 
well, take "The Immortal Storm," it’s...

Is thnt a fanzine?

Well, in. uh, yeah, in a sense it is...it was sold, but of course it’s still a fan
zine. I mean, a fanzine and a prozine...there's a big difference...

Well, just exactly what is the difference?

Well, the difference is that.. .-.'ell, simply that one is...oh, it has...there are 
various differences, I mean it’s very hard to put my fin' er on any one.. .1 mean, they 
are two separate and distinct entities, and...I don’t want to confuse you with...

Yes, well, what would you say was the purpose of fandom? I lean, what...

Oh, you mean,...

What do you get out of it?

Yeah. Well, uh, it’s ...uh, well.. .i^ »sa heck of a lot of fun... oh, we get... well, it s 
definitely something that’s, uh, well, it’s a real good thing.

Veah, mmm-hmmm. Then, you think that it’s a good thing.

Yeah, mmm-hmmm.

Would you say that.. .uh.. .you were in a nosition to speak authoritatively?

Well, in a way, yes...I’ve been in fandom, and I know what’s...you know, what fans 
are fans, and which fans aren't, I mean, I know what’s coming off, and...uh...

Well, now, Mr, Stewart, I saw a word in here...it’s...what is this...uh, egoboo?

That * s, uh... oh, it's...

Is that something like fried eggs?

Uh, no, no, it's very separate and distinct. I mean, you must be kidding...uh...

Well, it looks a little bit like...

Yeah. Egoboo is more like...

Boiled eggs?

Mo, uh,..ego...you know what the ego is...uh...it’s something like suki...the psych..

Yes, the cosmos. Yes. I was speaking to a Mr. Stein...

Yeah. it’s something like the soul. I mean, the ego, what's blown up and all that...
■■■ j, jh, boo...well, that’s my fanzine. ..hich reminds me, we’ve got an annish coning 
•vt. n-. ve you heard?

U? j an annish?



An annual, you know. I’ve put it out a year now, and boy, I’ve really sweat my, uh, 
f^nv off with that thing...I mean, I’ve really worked...oh gee, I’ve put many hours,

Uh, I see...an annish. ..'ell now, • fr • Stewart...this fanzine...uh, just exact3v where 
did you hannen to get the odd title of BOO’.? Does that relate to, uh.. .egoboo;

No. it’s just sort of an abstract relation...well, take Janes Joyce...uh, his titles, 
uh, forgot it...uh, he thinks of his titles, and...uh...

Well, would you say that, uh, that the things that you publish would qualify as 
literature?

Oh, well, in a sense, I nean, you can’t look at anything that way...I mean, that’s 
really taking things do'vn and sort of, uh, really putting then down on the table, and 
not looking at then while they’re...you know,..in a general sense, I nean, it’s a... 
nothing that can be scoffed at...

Yes, but I mean, you’re publishing things, and they are v/ritten by people...

Oh, certainly; yes.

And you’re paying to publish these, and you. must have some reason, and I thought may
be that because...well, there are various ’’little magazines" which publish material 
that is, uh, of too high literary quality for general circulation, and therefore were 
published in literary magazines. So, I thought, Ur. Stewart, that perhaps your...uh, 
fanzine, BOO’., was publishing Literature. Now do y u really think that it...

Well, uh, I really can’t say. It’s a perfectly logical question, and... . -

Well, when we invited you up here today we understood that you were an authority on 
fandom, and...I think if anybody could give an answer to a simple question like that, 
it would be an authority on fandom...

Yeah; oh, sure.

And when we ask a simple question...we hope to get a straightforward answer, because 
our listening audience is interested, and...

Uh, well, I agree with you on the value of a straightforward answer.1 lean, a lot 
of times when I ask questions I really expect...I mean..it’s one of those things 
that this worl has got to be with...

Hell, would you or would you not say that the material you print is Literature?

Jell, uh, that’s very reasonable of you. I mean, uhhh...to put it very frankly, it 
is ..it’s very reasonable of you to say it that way. Well, uh, what was the question?

7:711 , thank you, i.Ir» Stewart.. .unfortunately vre have run short of time, so we will 
have io cut short our discussion. I’m sure our listening audience found your remarks 
iiror?s+ing and, uh, informative.

-- 30 —

— by BOOB STCTLRT
& T3&Y CARR —



RAY 
SCHAFFER'S

THZ P.JLiDOX HZN, by Charles L. Harness (Ace Books) 173 pp.

After co 'rleti *'' the reading of this extremely paradoxic. .1, action packed, and 
s-vift moving novel, (that contains so^e of the most intricat ely-"roven lot t'vists 
ana super science gi amicks that I’ve enco- ntered in quite sone ti ie) I co Idn’t help 
feeling that nossibly Van Vogt is responsible for this “zork, as the style and 
delivery is quite reminiscent of ?any of the Taster’s earlier efforts. Due to my 
never having run into any other '.Timings by Harness, I feel that it is very possible 
that there exists a "’seudony ’ relationship between Harness and Van Vogt. Can anyone, 
for my info, confir • er den-' such a possibility. Perhaps I am ‘zreng in making cu.ch 
an assumption: but even if I am in error, one cannot “eny the fmet that upon the 
reading of ’The Pared ox en’,, both Harness and Van Vogt are graduates of the sa ;e 
school of 'Triting (and thought) . Plot tuists are ever present in this novel, v-ith 
the vast majority of the-’ leaving the reader in a confused state of mind, as seve
ral Paradoxes are inter ’irgled into the plot. (I ro.thor sus ect that the author, 
also, had hir iind in a ju ibled state on the co 'pletion of this "zork, as it mould 
require an ultra-genius to unravel the complications involved.) To begin an attempt 
to even partially explain the 'zorkings of these mention© paradoxes is .n enormous 
undertaking.* ho'zever, I shall do my best to present the .-ver-all picture. .hid amay 
me go to ......

The story is set in the year 2177 A.D*, an er. mhen the continents of Horth 
and South America have emerged into one greet despotic e pire, after the Third 
uorld ..‘ar, mith the Society of Thieves being the only group in Imperial ..merica that 
still recognizes the rights of men to be free in the sense of thought and action. 
The society is in a state of gradual deterioration and one man, Alar, (-zho is actu
ally t'zo men, •vith eac of his individual bodies existing in different ti :e streams, 
confusing, eh mot?) has the task of saving his society 
from destruction. Alar is supposedly a special type of 
super-humsn '/ho is capable of (1) scenting on-co ling 
danger to his body by an increase in his heartbeat, 
Ion" periods of ti’e before the daurer is recognized 
in his conscious mind, (2) projecting an immaterial 
object into snace by ’means of his optics, thus, a 
human slide projector, (3) traveling in time, as he 
has a four-dimensional body, (4) projecting sounds 
from the depths of his mind out into space, so that 
the sounds become audible to other persons in close 
proximity to hi self, (5) dischargin’- an electronic 
force fro” his optics so powerful as to kill another 
hu. :an.

In other -vends, this fellov has really got ’.’hat 
it takes to -’alee for himself o. success out of life. 
As I have -entioned above, there is r.lso another port 
of ..lar, namely, the ‘ iicofilm . ind’. The ’Hind’ is



a freak of nature, in that he is a walking encyclopedia and acts as cheif-council for 
the Imperialists. (Of course, the ’Hind’ being the other Alar, he is opposed to the 
Imperialists and is actually and naturally a secret supporter of the Thieves.) Now, 
the question arises as to how Alar can be two in one. Damn good question -- only wish 
I could answer it adequately. To confuse you. even more, let me put it this way. A 
super, giant-size spaceship (capable of exceeding the speed of light) is used by Alar 
to escape an on-coming Atomic Jar with the other power in the world, the Eastern fe
deration, so that he wight return to earth five years earlier (in as 'U.ch as that ro
cket travels faster than light, it travels backward in time -- all, yes, it surely dootr 
that) and u^on returning Alar changes his appearance and becomes the Acrofa Im hind'. 
Naturally, when Alar returns under this disguise, the other Alar is also in existence; 
thus, two Alars. And the obvious consequence of such a paradox is a continuous cycle 
of .liar coming and the ind going. At least, I think that thin ic the general idea 
behind the novel.

Oh yes -- how does Alar save the world from destruction. ..ell tis this way...
hen Alar takes off in the rocket, time automatically stops (due to his backward trip 

in time) and so the oncoming Atomic destruction is averted, which results in the cre
ation of a naradox. And such a paradox it is. Arads, a fellow could go bugs trying to 
make any sense out of such an occurrence.

Anyway, read it and find out for yourself how extremely confusing any one novel 
can be- I guarantee that if you like Van Vogt, you’ll like ’The Paradox Lien’. And if 
you don’t annreciate writers of the Van Vogt school. I suggest you pick this novol up 
merely for the excellent discussion therein of the rise and fall cycle of civiliza
tions, os ther'e arc several worth’ bile ’food for thought’ ideas within these pages.

— Ray Schaffer, Jr. —

a special review bv the editor of INFINITY no. 4

INFI?HTY started off rather well and I’m sure it had the backing of a lot of 
fans, rstly, I guess, because Larry Shaw war. almost a fan himself, and because the 
fans thought INFINITY would be a fan’s m yazine. Shaw see is to have run into trouble f 
from the start. First, there was a distribution problem that slowed the mag dem and 
nretty well erased INFINITY from the minds of the casual readers. Then, it seems to 
me, that the quality of the stories has dropped quite a lot. Larry Sha"/ has a nice 
group of writers but the stuff being rinted is mc’iocre.

Take the August ’5c issue, for exa vie. The first story I read was the ’’...bri
lliant New ISAAC ASIMOV Story...”. It was hardly brilliant or for the -latter, new. 
Perhams it was an attemoted character study, but I doubt it. It’s ^robably lore like
ly that Asimov and Shaw both knew that the story, “Someday”, ’.as from the long worked, 
hacked line or family of lachinetnkesovermankindsoonerorl'ater type re-runs. But Shaw 
needed a name, the story wes chea , etc., etc., so on and so forth...

The thrf"e novelets are all written by very good authors. But none of them came 
with a guarantee that every one of their stories w-ould be good. ..11 three of the nove
lets, by .ilson, ellen, end ' arret, arc slight, moorly th-ugh stories. The story of 
v.ru -light be called pleasant reading, but cert inly no one would call the stry good.

he short stories are of the trick endi g ty"e. or else s Tetchy glimpses of the 
wri er’s imagination. cbert Silverber ’s story, "The Final Challenge” is easily the 
best niece in the whole iss: e. lut it wasn’t worth 35^.

Maybe Sha*.’ is trying to seel INTIMITY on the stren; ht of its departments; but 
there eren*t onouyh fans and bocSF-es, fnnzinoc ore cheaper.... benny...........

v.ru


David Rike Box 203 *• Rodeo,, California

Hall’s argument about the merits of Hodge-Pod-- e over 
Quandry seems futile and unimpressive. In fact, the sum 
total of hdiat was said has ; iven me the impression that 
Hall is what he calls a "sheep-fan". He gazes into a 
mirror and tells himself, over and over again, That HP 
was better than . and, by dam, come hell and high 
water, he unfailingly believes it without, as he says, 
‘'...delving into the qualities of truth and error and 
the underlying reasons that make a truth..."

I can well 
imagine how Ronel writes the Dallas Deros: Here it is 
after school and Ron is down working at his job as a 
parking lot attendant for the Seal's store there. Ron is 
going around scrounging up any el*nieces of paper he 
can find: discarded conies of The :'eyhple, parking stubs 
used nieces of Kleenex, and so on. He ambles on around 
the lot sone more, looking for inspiration; he finds in: 
an empty He dashes over and scrawls over the hood, 
his mind graspin'; hard for the plot for the Dero. Ho 
plot comes to him, so he writes. He doesn’t bother num
bering the various and sundry scraps of pa^er since 
that makes it more fun that way, and easier, he just re- 
arranges them in another pattern than he did bed-, when 
he typed up the typescript, and he has a different Dero. 
Other afternoons, when he hasn't much na^er and no TG 
to garner inspiration off of, he wens installments of 
the Great ^all of China and letters to faneds about 
what a dirty bird Peter Vorzimer is. Ron doesn't have to 
think of anything at all to pound out bits like that.

Coulson’s re-arks about nudes has been 
borne out already, in F^iPA. The narticulcr fanzine is 
Saiiartinez’s Shadowland (forget which number, but one of 
the last litho issues that were 1 size) which is inci
dentally an Oklafmz also. The fillers in question 
occupied o. corm-able oage area as did the s 'alien Carr- 
Rotsler illos in T 6 and mere true proportioned line 
drawings. The critical a.cclai : toward the zine all made 
mention to how nice the nudes were, with one noting, in 
his comments, that even tho he didn't -o for nude illos 
before, that he had an especial likin; for the ones in 
Shadowlr_nd. aybe if Kent -'ould try and nut out a fmz 
like Sdwld, instead of what it has beer, he’d et 
somenlace no doubt instead of •.•••.! Icin' around in the 
mire along with the other crudzines. I guess, however, 
that’s too uch to exnect fro • Kent and ..alt, nt this 
ti me at least.

P.S.xJust reoe bored, the msc. that Carr 
sent you that's a transcript of a topin' that he and 
Boob mode, ad lib, is a pretty fine take-off on the Two 
Interviews Of Our Time, a Fantasy xA' that's been sorta 
zonular.

1



' '_________________r THIIK X^LL EF "*
herald a steward * 166 i.icroberts ave? * 'ontario * Canada

Mike May’s column was fairly interesting, but I am afraid he has the wrong slant on 
inf'”- entism• Just because a person prints an imitation derogation-in his fanzine, 
this do^s not mean he is an insurgent. Insurgent!sm is an attitude an an ideal. 
Ins-igents insurge. For example, the original insurgents were a group of fans who 
broke away from the main body of fans in Los Angeles, and more or less revolted 
against the Lasfas. Originally they were members of this club, but there was a dis
pute about something, and a group of members broke away and "insurged" against the 
Lasfas. They became known as "Insurgents.

The Derelict Insurgents came about in much 
the same way. RonK, Boyd, and I didn’t exactly break away from the Derelicts of Tor
onto, but we did get together and "insurge" against an undesireable member in the 
person of Norm G. Browne. (This may have been before your time, or when you were a 
rani; neo still hacking letters to the late and unlamented Planet Stories.) In any 
event we called ourselves "Derelict Insurgents" and kicked up quite a storm and minor 
fusd that found its way into several fanzines. And when we were not "insurging" 
against Browne, we were harshly criticizine "certain" fanzines.

..hen Browne quit the 
Derelicts of Toronto, and went off into the hills of Mount Forest, lickinf his 
wounds and retiring, for all intents and purposes, from fandom, we might have dropped 
our "Derelict Insurgent" monicker, ./e had, however, found it a handy and succinct 
title. It has become an identifying symbol for our threesome, just as NBC has its 
chimes and CBC its "eye."

You might say that, at present, we are insurfing against 
fuggheads.

On the other hand, from the evidence I have seen, the Dallards are not 
insurging against anything, with the possible exception of Orv osher, in which case 
Mosher would be the insurgent(providing he fought back), since insurgents are always 
in the minority.

I note that Clod Hall, the tedious Texan, has a few remarks 
concerning me in his column. The only trouble is that he has said nothing new, just 
repeated himself. I got quite a chuckle out of his line, "Those that ain’t...cain’t," 
and the whole paragraph that this beautiful example of fuggheadedness appears in. 
This is like saying, "Can you do as good/well?" You know, it’s the old story where A 
criticizes B and B retorts with "Can you. do as good?", which is an absolutely stupid 
remark to make. You should hear Raeburn do his diatribe on this subject. (Since you 
met him in Cleveland, mayhaps you have heard it.)

After all, Clod, one does not have 
to be a....baseball player...to criticize a baseball player. Think, Clod, think 
before you sneak, don’t be a Vorzimer. De original, think, you know, like brains are 
for.

("How would you know...." and etc., I know , Clod, I know. Like I said, be origi
nal.)

REDD BOGGS - 22Or HIGHLAND PLACE N. E. * iHNiEAPOLIS 21, ; IhW.xSOTA

Dallas as a center of insu.rgentism is a truly frightening idea, not because Dallas 
couldn’t use a breath of fresh air or because insurgent!sn per se is bad, but because 
it seems that you are adding to the life of that curious literary genre called the 
"derogation.The weakness of the present movements called insurgentism is nowhere 
bettex- advertised than in the fact that the only weapon wielded is a bludgeon. Well, 
occasionally the Torontoans used derogations like quarterstaffs, but these others 
are crudely used - very crudely used - and at best it is a pretty limited device, not

. DON'T BITE~ / '



very lethal ano. not very impressive. Insurgent minded fans should read sone Fan- 
Dango issues from C.1C5O to discover how reallv devastating insurgent literature can 
be.

Claude Hall is often wrong but usually interestin' . I don’t know what ite i by 
Harion Bradley he refers to that was so bad, but one of the Q classics was written 
by 1.1ZB under a penaue or rather was printed anonymously. Anyway, I liked Claude’s 
notion that C-od created ran to provide Him with egoboo.

Schaffer parades a lot of 
interesting ideas and ".'rites a good book review. I disagree about the quality of 
Andre Morton’s work, however, which generally I’ve found solid oak and difficult to 
saw through. Incidentally Schaffer’s reviews would be easier to read if you’d break 
ur those imposin'” nara^raphs three or four ways each.

"The Silent One Listens" is 
good. And by the way I a^reciate the way you’ve chosen depart lent titles that fit 
your fanzine title. Too often the title of a fanzine is just a tag — it wouldn’t 
matter to the editor whether his magazine was titled X-sub-1 or other love, whereas, 

ie title should be the pattern naker, sha/ing the whole “at os
mosphere" of the magazine. ... "I feel like a Dei out of chlorine” 
is a good line in .avion Bradley’s letter, but she’s wrong in 
feeling that way, I think; I don’t believe fanzines have changed 
since lr4C quite as much as she implies. There was a lot of fan
centered material then, and there’s a lot of science-fiction cen
tered material now. ... Too bad about Claude’s eyes. He should 
obtain a tape-recorder and write his fan stuff (and his college 
term papers too, for that matter) by dictating the •. That should 
save his eyes; he can sit there with his eyes closed, drinking 
beer, and composing deathless fan crud... Since he types •••.nth his 
eyes closed, transcribin' the stuff fro : the tape should be no 
problem. ... I got a kick out of Snerry’s letter, which was the 
best thing in the "/hole issue. Nice to see D.ick back.

.•X.JL DODD * 77, STJAISHDAD RD? ; HO PDAS DOH, IHJBTo < ,

Page three of the lettercol this ti e is a terrible confession 
for a fanzine editor to make. I quote the u.nfv iveable confession 
”1 usually don’t answer or re'-ly to any of y letter "/viters." Is 

this why they call you. the Silent One? ’’o"/ picture it - everyday hundred s of letters 
arrive at Calhoun Street with each one of the i asking dozens of important questions. 
,e’ve found out the Benny is short for Benard but there are probably dozens "ore 

asking what the ".*•’ stands for - yet you, you cri Inal refuse to answer their letters 
and don’t even "'rint the '. How ere they going to kno-/ you even received the letters 
for a start? Do you realise these questions ’’ight be i ypertant to hi ’ and that if he 
doesn’t get the answers he light, out of sheer frustration, go out and chop sc :e old 
lady up with an axe. Just because you won’t ans-/er his letters. See s like you’ve 
made a Federal Case out of it.

On th 
disease, Jan Jansen -lentioned once 
to me of the apparent reluctance of 
Texas - er, nardon - TDX..S - fans 
to write letters, lie’s write too. 
TDXAS fans never ".'rite letters. 
None of ’em. You. can ".'rite to 
Jennings and Dr0-01 and ay 1 Co., 
but you’ll never r;et a letter. Can 
you exnloin —hy? ■JrDsese direct 
questions are ' etting e. . •^•"ortu- 
nately out letter writing fervor 
usually hits when we have no one to



_ ___________________ _  
whita to... or then, ms? be it’s p y'r'v r«*-+y Tine I’ve havenTt been informed of.....) 
Th?, orlv * van think of at the moment who •’nites letters is Claude Raye
fi.al - though frankly I’m in two minds as to whether I ought to even brieve in a 
T-xan with a name like Claude. It is quite evidently a pseudonym for a New Orleans 
fan "ho has found himself in Austin. Don’t you agree? ((To tell the truth I find it 
much harder to believe there is such a thing as a New Orleans fan...))

Dallas Deroga
tions is always the brightest spot in TA3 for me and quite the funniest item is the 
wicked way Davison jabs and insults the way you drive. . lay'be this could be born out 
by the fast that you really don’t have a car at all? Do you? ((’Hore direct questions, 
-Ithough I can’t see why, the other Dallards are always eager to corroborate sone of 
the incidents Davison mentions.... They also say he doesn’t know about some of the 
better ones like yield right of way signs...)) Maybe that’s how you got to the Cle- 
vsnti^iu I know you wuz there because I have an article that mentions the Clevention 
by Mark Sohulzinger which will appear in the next CALIBER((free plug)) and he mentions 
yov yy,?;? there so how did you get there? HUH? ((Emphatic direct question... I was 
motivated co Cleveland by a monumental vehicle sprung from the depths of human pro
gress colloquially known as the one, the only, the original Greydoggy...))

G.E. Carr 
mentions a mental picture of TEXAS in her letter which is probably shared by more 
peonle than you might think both here and in the U.S. And why don't you give Boyd Rae
burn his oil-well? I think he deserved it after that explosively funny and irritated 
letter of his threatening to hit you over your pointed head. Don’t tell me you actu
ally hud the timerity((sic)) to nersonally hand Boyd a copy of Tac at the Clevention. 
Ah - no wonder they say TEXANS are brave.

My favorite line in Tac 6? "Jan is a girl, 
Randy is a boy and I am a TEXAN." Do you expect the jury to believe that?? (((We’ll 
have the trial in Mississippi...))

RON ELLIK * 277 POMONA * LONG BEACH 3, CALIFORNIA,

In Raye Claude Re; I am exceeding sorry that Master Hall is stone deaf in both eyes. 
I shouldn’t doubt that he is myopic--ghood ghod, he’s had to look at his own mimeo
graphing in HUZZY fr most of three years now’. Hell, if he expects pity from me, I 
wouldn’t advise him to hold his breath until he gets it--I’ve been Promised by my 
optometrist that I can’t expect more than 20-4^0 vision the rest of my life if I con
tinue reading like I do. (I have 2C-400 right now, by the way.) And I told HIM-- well 
what I told him needn't be reprinted in a sweet, gentle, clean fanzine like TACITUM. 
Poor vision doesn't bother me. I continue reading several thousand words a week, ty
ping a few thousand more, and mimeographing (which is, you know, a strain on the 
eye-) a whole mess. I will probably be stone blind soon nyself, and then Claude and 1 
cen form a club with the two of us. THE CLAUDE RAVE HALL AND RON ELLIK FAN CLUB— 
subtitle, "You have to be blind in one eye and not able to see out of the other to 
join."

./ould you like to take me up on that offer to publish a special Lllik-versus- 
Hrll issue of pure crud? It might be fun. I don't think Clawed will play along, though 
--sounds(in T, 6) as like unto though he is all gone and got iad at fando i, and won’t 
have anything more to do with us. (meek whisner) i hone, i hope, i hope.

I will 
go down in history as The Fan Who Challenged Claude Hall And ./on By Forfeit.

Dave Ma
son end I would like you to print something for us in TACITUM. It will appear, sub- 
si antially in, TAFHRD and Coup, and anywhere else I can get it published. We have a 
ver*’, very good reason for asking you to do this, and we both promise it is not a

LET’S TRY RED...



hoax, but an expose of a very nasty sense of humour. If 
you doubt ne, youcan ’Trite to Mason, or even to george 
./etzel himself.

It seems that a fev lonths ago, I too?: it 
upon myself to break off my long and belaboured corres* . 
nondence -Tith George ..etzel. ./e had been STam^ing missives 
for so’ie time, off and on, maybe as meh as tTo years, fi
nally it got to the point vzhere he Tas starting to use 
language I didn’t like, and ’.vas, in general, building up 
rjolehills into mountains. I an making only general state
ments because an exhaustive summary of our letters mould 
take up t"/ice as much roo : as the corres"ondence itself.

It happened that, later in December, I got a very brief 
note ’vith the return address of Mason , 14 Jones St., 1’. 
Y., N.Y. This note said, in effect, that I Tas a Hazi- 
lerman, an anti-semitic, a stupid, fat, teen-ager, a homo
sexual and in general, a very poor candidate for Man of 
Phe Year — to put it :ildly.

Ho’.-, this rather shocked ie,
as I did not knorn Mason. (I assumed it Tas Dave Mason, although the first name "/as 
not used.) I have never corresponded Tith him, and have never received COLT . So I 
be-sat me domn and Trote a strong letter in re^ly, accusing this Mason of ruddy think 
7 ng and confused —riting, of obscenities uncalled for, and of ’'red r dices :n"airen- 
ied. I told him in no uncertain terms that Thile I "/as .uryan, of seventeen years of 
age, fat and mayhans stunid, I Tas not Nazi-German nor vas I ho mo sexual. I also 
mentioned that I mould take great Pleasure in hanging hi * by his thv -bs so ie day.

So 
back comes an ..ir Mail letter apologizing, st.ting that Dave Mason has not lived at 
14 Jones St. for so’e months, and, most import?nt, that he did not -.rite the letter 
I referred to (ihad sent it to hi ’...) He also enclosed a letter he had received 
at approximately the same time Tith MY return address, typed in recisely the sa'.e 
■-.v I tyne my letters, and signed vith a counterfeit of my signature. It said sub- 
strtially the sa -’e things my letter had. said -- only it called ‘ason a dirty Jem 
inst-aJ of anti-semitic, a Co 1 junist instead of a Nazi, although it did cull hi a 
homosexual. It also referred to Ron Smith and Harlan Jllison as Com lies and ho icsex- 
v?As, and inti lated so 'e dandy little pieces of obscenity that mould not go through 
the mails in a fanzine.

Mason asked ie to get this notarized a bit in so :e fanzines, 
to nublish some of it in and promised that he mould publish it in CO .. . I
suggested to him that Te dedicate an entire issue of one of our fahzines to i-eorge 
Wetzel.(since etzel mas the only person vho could have authored these letters, al- 
t/ou.,h neither of us has DMnHITH proof that it is he), publishing these letters, 
our oTn ccrres”'ondence, and articles by vs and other people concerning etzel and his 
ani i c s.

ns yet neither of us has figured out any particular -my of petting back at 
Wetzel for this. ..e can't drag him into court 'ho ho) because vze have no proof. To 
paranrase Raeburn, "There’s no proof, but it’s so ghodamned '’EVIOWSM' I have no 
doubt that (1) ..etzel Till not go to the NYCon, (2)he "Till not co ie ho-’e from the 
• Cou, if he does go. 'ason says that the entire h.Y. bunch mould forfeit their souls 
to get their hands on him—and, personally, I’d like to be anongst the grov’ temrihg 
his hair out and making hi’’ s'^IIot it.

.'e "zill discuss bet-zeen our selves .hat To Do 
..bout Wetzel. ..e mould like any suggestions fro • the ^udience.

’( avse...if this is 
all true then indeed so ’ething should be done about such an obnoxious merson..B but, 
Ron, if it isn’t, you receive the Fan Crud Ilacki g .avard for l^S ......benny’)



To inform general fandom, here is the latest hot tip from L.A. fandom concerning the 
con: ■ •

The Chesley Donovan Foundation, who sponsored the L’ighth jestercon last summer, 
intend to make a bid for the 1957 'Jorld Convention. They intend this' very soberly and 
seriously. (Redundant, ain’t I) They are dead set on having the convention. Nothing 
(eccchh) will stand in their way. ' • *

The trouble is, of course, that I did not overly en
joy their convention last year. It was a fine convention--as far as being a convention 
went. It was off-schedule, of course, as all conventions are; it had an auction, a 
banquet, and the other normal things. But (1) your dollar brought you nothing more ■ • 
than a copy of Magnitude, a copy of the program for the convention, a membership- card, 
and your name in the register; (2)’the auction was probably the poorest in fan history. 
Walt Daugherty, who did the auctioning, said later that ho was extremely sorry ho .had 
not made more money for the con, but but nobody ho knows has had such a sorry lot to 
sell; (3) and, finally, the convention was run by teen-agers who set up the program, 
wound everybody up, set the ball rolling, and then practically dissapuared. Ron Cobb 
and Tad Duke were around the convention activities most of thu time--but this hardly 
helped matters any. The rest of the Chesley Donovan Foundation were sotted 71 of the 
72 hours, or were busy making passes at the girls hanging around.

Myself, I wasn’t even 
in the hotel for a good part of the convention. The rest of the time, except for the 
auction and one meal scheduled by the con to have certain speeches I wanted to hear, 
I was in my room, or somebody olsc’s room, or wandering around with Calkins. Some
times, I was with Cox and Kepner... I definitely did not take part in convention ac
tivities after the first couple I experienced.

V/hich is all rather normal for a fan at 
a convention being run for Forry Ackerman, I suppose..

No, this isn’t supposed to be a 
convention report, is it??? But id Chesley Donovan bids for the World Convention next 
year, I sincerely hope somebody else in this area does too--cause 1 don’t wand CD to 
get it.

But, of course, who else could get it? Not LASFS or the OUTLANDERS--neither 
group wants it. Not enough interest in the membership. Two years ago I expected that 
oy this time Wayne Strickland and his protege Cliff Gould would have gotten a hyper- 
arcive fan club going in San Diego, but it hasn’t happened. As GMCarr says, Seattle 
fandom couldn't sponsor the convention. Larry Bourne tells us that Portland fandom 
is gene gafia for the most part. Jho’s left? Sun Fransisco? Hah. They would probably 
do a dandy job of it, but last I heard there were certain areas in San Francisco that 
didn’t want to hear the words science fiction for another fifty years. There is even 
talk of shooting down the space satellite if it passes over the Bay Area. These areas, 
;?e Sir Francis Drake Hotel in particular, shall remain nameless.

Damn, if we-don’t . 
give it to C D we’ll have to ship it to London,...

((You could break the unfair rota
tion program of course, and give it to Charlotte or Atlanta......benny))

________A hors cl A horse*. My fandom for _a horse’.___ -- LeeH_______________________ 
BhB F ^NHAIvr* 506 2nd AVE~. * DALTON? GEORGIA

I rise to dispute Hr. Hall’s remarks concerning Lee Hoffman’s Quandry...! have read 
every copy she ever put out, and even considering it was a mimeographed zine, in ten 
years as a fan I've never seen any zine 'Surpass it for content. Willis is always 
funnyu He can’t be serious at any time; it’s just not in him, that’s all, and here I'm 
going to stick in a barb of my own; to best judge he(or she) who is being criticized, 
first look towards he(or she) who is doing the criticizing. This is my only comment at 
at any time regarding Mr. Hall's remarks. Nope; I’m not peeved...he has as much right 
to his say-so as I have to mine, and we both have the same right to disagree with 
anyone, ^md I disagree with him concerning Quandry.



ED COX * 984 SO. NORM^DIL ^VE. .JT. 206 * LOS .iNGELZS 5, O.JLIFjRNI.x

One of the four major items in this issue was a bit of careless writing by Claude 
Hall who is gaining quite a reputation of some sort. In this one ho will bring the 
••/rath of the Lee Hoffman fandom era down on his head. You know why? Because ho hasn’t 
researched much before rushing into hot-headed print.

Egads, fandom is made up of so 
many easily injured people those days. Granted that Claude has reason to snarl back 
at people who criticize him even though their criticism may (or may not) be justified. 
It could bo that there might not have boon any such band-wagon as Claude mentions if 
he hadn't started trurape-ting about Hall and Texas from almost the very first. Evon 
good humoured joking or reference can be carried to the point of disgust. I porson- 
a?ly have no groat feelin^ one way or the other about the whole matter. But I would 
like to point out that Claude has let himself in for more grief. In re Lee Hoffman. 
Mayle sho didn’t do much writing in QU..NDRY itself; but she has written reams of very 
fine and readable material in FxJlx over quite a period of time. She is a capable 
writ er.

xxlso, has MUZZY published anything of great literary worth? No fanzine editor 
with any sense starts publishing with an avowed intention of publishing great liter
ary works’. Some have and they were pitiful. I think there is one on the scene today. 
I forget his name but he publishes a fanzine that strains terribly to look like a 
pro zine, failing miserably.

As for MUZZY, there may not have been much adverse criti
cism since these days everything is on a goody-for-you-say-goody-for-me kick. I sus
pect that the people who don’t go along with that usually throw up their hands and 
say the hell with it - why bother? Because, after all, it is of no groat consequence. 

If MUZZY is published for ego-boo, which is a good enough reason in my 
book, try to show a little discretion in what you publish. Then you may not be so 

1 op^n to adverse, and probably well deserved criticism, which seems to upset you 
urluly.

Relax Claude, and enjoy yourself. Remember, most of the great people since the 
printed word have had critics, many of them much more severe and important in the 
lives of those great men than any little piddling around in a fanzine. At least I 
should hope it is not of a comprable nature I 

Despite the fact that Edmund Davison is a 
friend of mine, I find these nseudo-derogations tiring. The ’’message" is good enough, 
but v.riting something of this sort demands more than a knowledge of fan-personali
ties and events. Then when it has to stand up against an original, and better series 
it lacks more luster.

"A is for Red" is a weird type of avante-guard, I guess. Better 
than the ^a Yonder thing anyway because at least here you have words with which to 
wonder what the hell Voigt is writing about

Marion Bradley writes an honest, forth
right letter. However, I think we of the 1948 era are of Fifth, not Fourth fandom. 
Or has it been revised again?

That remark about Jan is a girl Randy is a boy and I am 
a TEXxiN pretty near substantiates something which I’ve thought about for many a moon. 
Are Texans people? I supnose that "/ill lead to repercussions!

Jell, that about covers 
it. .Thich reminds me of the cover. It was well done. Reminded me a lot of the old 
comic book drawings in the Actions Comic group in the thirties, (’lid and late) The 
style, that is. 'The bit in the lower right detracted from it so newhat but we must 
remain stfictional. 

~ — - — -
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was a satire-story called "TheOne of them

Messrs. Campbell and Gold were at

subjects of such 
doubly amazed at

fleeting moment that I was 
how well they had stuck with me

In looking back over a number of fanzines, 
a thing which most fans periodically do, I was 
surprised to find that there were any number of 
articles and stories which I remembered more 
than just well, which were concerned with rela
tively unimportant topics. In fact, they were on 
topics rather close to imbecillic. Things and

Sportsmen" by Richard Elsberry — he of the dra
matic withdrawals from fandom. It was a cleverly- 
done thing, concerned with the then ( it was wri
tten sometimes in 1952) hot discussion in fandom 
as to whether ASTOUNDING was copying GALAXY’S 
cover format, whether GALAXY was copying ASTOUN
DING in size, content, et al, ahd/or whether

each other’s throats.

It was told in the context of the Elizabeth, New Jersey, air crashes which shook 
the nation during that period. The method of subtle lampoon and sound extrapolation 
Elsberry used tied an all-too horribly real series of events to a completely impossi
ble fictionalized situation (that of the two editors trying to assassinate one an
ther); and did it in such a manner that I suddenly found myself accepting the satire 
as a possible answer to the wholesale plane failures.

Another brilliant piece of persiflage that sticks with me was a duo of short vig
nettes by Charles Burbee, used in one of the later issues of Lee Hoffman’s famous 
QUANDRY. The one which I recall so vividly was called "They './alked Through Glass" 
which related how several friends of Burbee‘s had stumbled unseeing into plate glass

BY Huson doors and windows of super-markets, 
and like that. It was of no great 
import, but was related in such a 

J



quiet, unassuming manner that it was enchanting. The two pastiches were probably ex
tracted from letters, as Burbee was, and still is, notorious for declining to contri
bute to fanzines. LeeH was a close friend of his and thus we may assume that this is 
true. All the same there was a wit and charm about them, although they talked about 
the most cursory of subjects, that has fired them in my memory for quite a long while.

I remember an article in Bob Silverberg’s SPACESHIP, too. It was one of those 
deadly serious analytical things with the tone of great research, and actually no 
real importance behind it all. It was P^edd Bogg's "Flight of the Skylarks", an 
essay summarizing and discussing E.E. Smith’s snace epics. Even the essay had a sweep 
to it that could only come from indirect association with the topic of Doc Smith’s 
stories. To say it had lasting value would really be setting yourself out on branches. 
Yet I remember it sharply.

But all I did was lean on itl — joyce

I don’t think there are many fans of several years standing who will forget 
Marion Zimmer Bradley’s fanzine review column ’’Cryin’ in the Sink” which moved around 
from fanzine to fanzine, by way of Max Keasler, and finally wound up in my own publi
cation.

The subject matter was as superflous as could be conceived: fanzines. And yet 
there was a tone to Marion’s writing, a perceptiveness that transcended the bounda
ries of what she was writing about, and made the column a thing of real value. Her 
comments were judged harsh, much of the time, and the Bradley style of reviewing 
was at the opposite pole from the Rog Phillip’s (or "Let's send ’em a dime even if the 
mag is rotten, they’re tryingl") style of review; but there was more good, solid, con
structive criticism on the field in general in Bradley’s reviews than in all the 
other fanzine review columns in the country put together.

Of course these are only a few of the articles and stories I remember from 
earlier fanzines. The fans are a voluminous sort, and their imaginations spew pretty 
fast and pretty steadily.

Ue? Obsolete?

Ehy then is it that we remember -- retain a sense of pleasure, or imminence — 
certain pieces of work by amatuers, and completely forget others? For the most part, 
forget the bulk of what has been published?

If I had to sum it all up, I think I’d say that fan-writings are stained by 
attitudes of immaturity and triviality. The lack of retentative value inherent in fan 
material comes, I believe, from the fact that most fans deal with subjects of relative 
unimportance, subjects that pass quickly from our sphere of interest, and are thus 
worthless.

Articles about Sacco-Vanzetti, the Graf Zeppelin, the writings of Gouvenuer 
Morris, Anna Held, etc. are no longer of interest, though at their tines of peak at
traction the world was literally glutted -nth printed word about them. Miters of 
immediate interest are what we find stimulating.

-- Harlan Mllison —




